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The Killer E3000
The Killer™ E3000, Rivet Networks’ first 2.5 Gbps Ethernet Controller, sets a new standard
for network performance by combining Killer’s award-winning detection and prioritization
technology with blazing fast speeds of up to 2.5 Gbps. The Killer E3000 comes to market at
an ideal time as the next generation of performance routers and network equipment will start
to support 2.5 Gbps ethernet ports in order to handle both faster wired products and a new
generation of WiFi that supports 160MHz channels and 11AX/Wi-Fi 6, both which drive gigabit
plus data rates.

The Killer E3000 keeps your game playing lightning fast. The Killer E3000 not only has
incredible throughput of 2.5 Gbps, but it also includes Advanced Stream Detect 2.0 Technology
to accelerate your highest priority network traffic, such as your game, and makes sure that it
never has to wait behind less important traffic.

FEATURES THE ALL-NEW KILLER
CONTROL CENTER 2.0
The Killer E3000 not only has incredible
throughput of 2.5 Gbps, but it also the
first Killer Networking product to include
the all new Killer Control Center 2.0 that
features a new and improved user interface
as well as two exciting new features: - the
Killer Intelligence Engine and GameFast
Technology
Killer Intelligence Engine: By automatically analyzing your PC’s network health and
optimizing your Killer settings, the Killer Intelligence Engine ensures a fast, smooth online
experience. The Killer Intelligence Engine also recommends additional ways for users to
improve their home network for better application and gaming experiences.

GameFast™ Technology: By automatically pausing processes that are not needed when
gaming, Killer GameFast Technology frees up to 10% of your CPU cycles and 20% of your
memory so that your game plays faster and smoother.

E3000 BENEFITS
• Speed:
The Killer E3000 is designed to deliver blazing fast 2.5 Gbps throughput while making
sure that real time apps have the lowest possible latency. Lower latency gameplay, better
streaming video, uninterrupted web browsing, and faster downloads are all possible with
the E3000 and its powerful Lag and Latency Reduction Technology.
• Maximum Control
The all new Killer Control Center 2.0 gives users the ability to customize their experience
like never before. Users will get a great experience with Killer’s automatic and optimized
priority settings, or they can customize their own settings so that their games, applications,
and website traffic are set to perform exactly the way they want.
• Intelligence:
In addition, the Killer Control Center 2.0 is the first product to include the Killer
Intelligence Engine and GameFast Technology, both features are designed to provide
users a better experience than ever before.

